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Background: Most mutations in the myelin protein zero
gene (MPZ) typically cause a severe demyelinating/
dysmyelinating neuropathy that begins in infancy or an
adult-onset axonal neuropathy. Axonal degeneration in
the late-onset H10P mutation may be caused by the disruption of axoglial interaction.
Objective: To evaluate sural nerve biopsy samples from
a patient with early-onset Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease
type 1B caused by an arg69-to-cys (R69C) mutation.
Design and Participants: Biopsies of sural nerves were
performed 20 years apart in a patient with an R69C mutation (early onset). In addition, peripheral nerves were
obtained from autopsy material from a patient with a
T95M mutation (late onset). These nerves were analyzed using light microscopy of semithin sections, teased
nerve fiber immunohistochemical analysis, electron microscopy, and immunologic electron microscopy.

demyelination and onion bulb formation, unlike the lateonset T95M mutation, which showed primarily axonal
degeneration with no onion bulbs. The sural biopsy
sample obtained 20 years earlier from the R69C patient
showed minimal difference from the present sample, consistent with the lack of clinical progression during the 2
decades. Teased fiber immunohistochemical analysis of
R69C revealed voltage-gated sodium channel subtype 1.8
expressions at the nodes of Ranvier around the areas of
segmental demyelination. Internodal length in all R69C
nerve fibers was invariably short (⬎94% of all internodes are ⬍150 µm).

ral nerve.

Conclusions: Morphologic abnormalities in this earlyonset R69C neuropathy were severe in childhood but progressed very slowly after adolescence. The switch to voltage-gated sodium channel subtype 1.8 expression at the
nodes may provide clues into the pathogenesis of this case
of early-onset neuropathy, and the short internodes may
contribute to the extremely slowed conduction velocities in this case (⬍10 m/s).

Results: Both R69C biopsy samples showed prominent
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Main Outcome Measures: Pathological changes in su-
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HE MYELIN PROTEIN ZERO

gene (MPZ) encodes a major myelin protein of 248
amino acids; the 29–
amino acid signal peptide
encoded by exon 1 is cleaved before the
insertion of the final 219–amino acid protein into the myelin sheath. (Because the
cleaved amino acids are not present in the
myelin sheath, they are not included in the
numbering of amino acids in this article.
For example, R69C, T95M, and H10P
would be R98C, T124M, and H39P as cited
in the Inherited Peripheral Neuropathies
Mutation Database available at: http://www
.molgen.ua.ac.be/CMTMutations/default
.cfm). The MPZ gene is expressed specifically by Schwann cells and mediates myelin
compaction via homotypic adhesion that
requires the extracellular and intracellular portions of the molecule.1,2
Mutations in the MPZ gene cause
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 1B
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(CMT1B)3; to date, more than 95 diseasecausing MPZ mutations have been reported. We systematically examined the
phenotypic presentation in CMT1B, and
most patients in this study can be clustered into 2 phenotypic groups: one with
onset of symptoms in infancy and a second with onset of symptoms in adulthood.4 Early-onset patients have severely
slow nerve conduction velocities (NCVs),
typically less than 10 m/s. Alternatively,
late-onset patients demonstrate axonal loss
with NCVs greater than 30 m/s.
We recently performed an autopsy
study on a patient with a late-onset form
of CMT1B caused by an H10P mutation.
The study demonstrated severe axonal degeneration with minimal segmental demyelination. Moreover, nerves from this
patient also contained large accumulations of amorphous materials in the inner wraps of peripheral nerve myelin that
may have disrupted Schwann cell–axon in-
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teractions and caused the resultant axonal damage.5 In
the present study, we also examined autopsy material from
another late-onset case of CMT1B, this one caused by a
mutation in T95M.6
We now compared these results with pathologic findings from a patient with an early-onset form of CMT1B
caused by an R69C mutation. R69C mutations have previously been shown to cause severe, early-onset neuropathies in several different patients.7-9 Electron microscope (EM) studies from young patients have revealed
regions of uncompacted myelin, 1 of 2 types of pathology previously reported in early-onset cases of
CMT1B.7,10,11 Previous R69C biopsy samples have also
shown onion bulb formation, thinly myelinated axons,8,12
and, on occasion, amyelinated fibers.7,8 Teased fiber analysis has demonstrated demyelination and remyelination
in patients with early-onset neuropathy.12 Secondary axonal loss was frequent.8,10,12,13
However, despite these previously reported pathologic findings, little is known about the underlying pathogenic mechanisms in R69C or other cases of early-onset
CMT1B. We had the opportunity to address this issue
by evaluating a sural nerve biopsy sample from a patient
with an R69C mutation that also caused a severe earlyonset neuropathy. We evaluated disease progression morphologically by comparing our results with those from
a sural nerve biopsy performed on the same patient 20
years earlier. Taken together, these results demonstrated that R69C caused significant segmental demyelination with a profound loss of large-diameter nerve
fibers in early childhood. However, the axonal loss progressed only minimally during the next 20 years. We observed a change of voltage-gated sodium channel subtypes at the nodes of Ranvier, similar to what has been
described in models of severe dysmyelinating neuropathies, such as TremblerJ and Mpz knockout mice,14,15 and
in the brains of patients with multiple sclerosis.16 Internodal length in all nerve fibers was very short (⬎94% of
all internodes are ⬍150 µm), which may significantly
affect the NCVs.17
METHODS
A 45-year-old woman with an R69C heterozygous mutation of
MPZ volunteered to donate her remaining sural nerve for scientific research. The nerve was cut into blocks and fixed immediately after removal from the patient. For semithin sections and EM, nerves were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde
overnight, osmicated for 1.5 hours, dehydrated, and embedded in epoxy resin. The semithin sections (1 µm thick) were
stained with toluidine blue and were examined using a light
microscope. The ultrathin sections were contrasted with lead
citrate and uranyl acetate and were examined using an EM (Zeiss
EM 900; Carl Zeiss Inc, Thornwood, NY). Blocks were also fixed
in 0.5% glutaraldehyde and 4% paraformaldehyde for 3 hours
and embedded in LR-white resin for immunologic EM. A sural nerve sample from a biopsy performed 20 years earlier on
the same patient, embedded in Epon, was also analyzed. At that
time, no genetic test was available, and the sural nerve biopsy
was performed to aid in her diagnosis.
For immunohistochemical analysis, blocks were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes or were freshly frozen in OCT
medium. Nerves were teased into individual fibers on glass slides.
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The slides were dried overnight, reacted with primary antibodies the following day, and kept at 4°C overnight, followed by
2-hour incubation with secondary antibodies. The stained slides
were examined using a fluorescent microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The following antibodies were
used: rat monoclonal antibodies to MBP (1:500) (Chemicon
International Inc, Temecula, Calif ), mouse monoclonal antibodies to MPZ (1:50),18 mouse monoclonal and rabbit polyclonal antibodies to Caspr (1:500),19 mouse monoclonal antiKv1.2 (1:100) (Upstate Biotechnology, Chicago, Ill), rabbit and
mouse monoclonal antibodies to pan voltage-gated sodium channels (Nav) (1:500) (Sigma-Aldrich Corp, St Louis, Mo), and rabbit monoclonal antibodies to voltage-gated sodium channel subtype 1.8 (Nav1.8)20 and CD68 (1:500) (Dako, Carpinteria, Calif).
The Nav1.8 antibodies were initially characterized and reported with a previously used nomenclature of ␣-SNS/PN3.20
For morphometric analysis, semithin sections (thickness=1 µm) were examined under a 63⫻ objective. Each consecutive field was captured using a charged coupled device digital camera. Images were imported into morphometric software
(Image-Pro Plus; Media Cybernetics Inc, Silver Spring, Md).
Areas of each field were counted to obtain nerve fiber density,
myelin thickness, g-ratio, and histograms.
An 89-year-old man carried a T95M heterozygous mutation of MPZ (late onset). An autopsy was completed within 12
hours of his death. Sciatic, tibial, ulnar, and sural nerves were
harvested for light microscope and EM examination. All the
studies were approved by the institutional review board of
Charles University, and appropriate consent was obtained by
the local physicians who performed the biopsies or autopsies.
RESULTS

CASE PRESENTATIONS
The clinical course of the patient with the R69C mutation
was previously reported in the Czech literature.21 This 45year-old woman was hypotonic in infancy, with delayed
motor milestones. She never achieved normal independent gait. However, her neurologic function remained stable,
without further clinical progression, since adolescence.
Nerve conduction studies showed markedly slowed NCVs
(⬍10 m/s) in all the nerves that were recordable. Compound muscle amplitude potentials were significantly reduced in the arms and absent in the legs. Sensory nerve
action potentials were absent in the arms and legs.
The clinical presentation of the T95M patient has already been reported,6 as has the late-onset H10P patient
whose nerves we used for the sodium channel immunohistochemical analysis in the present study.5 Both had a lateonset sensorimotor neuropathy with electrophysiologic features most characteristic of axonal degeneration.
MILD PATHOLOGIC PROGRESSION
IN 20 YEARS IN R69C SURAL NERVES
Sural nerve recently obtained from the R69C patient
showed numerous “onion bulbs” and severe loss of largediameter myelinated nerve fibers (Figure 1). Surviving myelinated nerve fibers were small (⬍8 µm in diameter) (Figure 1). These findings were characteristic of a
chronic demyelinating/dysmyelinating process with secondary axonal degeneration. We then reanalyzed the sural nerve sample from the biopsy performed 20 years ago,
WWW.ARCHNEUROL.COM
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Figure 2. Minimal pathologic progression in 20 years in the R69C sural
nerves. Sural nerves of R69C were morphometrically analyzed and were
plotted as a histogram. Myelinated nerve fibers larger than 8 µm in diameter
were not found. The quantity and distribution of myelinated nerve fibers are
only minimally different from the findings obtained 20 years previously.

B

Figure 1. Pathologic features in the R69C sural nerve (toluidine blue).
A, Semithin section of a sural nerve biopsy of R69C performed 20 years
previously. Almost all the myelinated nerve fibers form onion bulbs
(arrowheads). These features suggest chronic demyelination and
remyelination. The arrow points to a cluster of tiny nerve fibers that could be
regenerating nerves. There is severe loss of large-diameter myelinated fibers.
The surviving myelinated fibers appear small in diameter. B, Semithin biopsy
section of the other sural nerve, obtained recently, shows pathologic
changes and axonal loss similar to those observed in the sural nerve 20
years previously. Scale bars=10 µm.

from the contralateral leg, and compared the findings with
those from the recent biopsy. Nerve fiber densities in the
2 nerves appeared nearly identical (Figure 1). To quantitatively evaluate the axonal loss, we performed morphometric analysis on the 2 biopsy samples. The result
showed only a minimal change between the sural nerve
obtained 20 years ago and the present nerve (1668 vs 1315
fibers/µm2) (Figure 2). Thus, pathologic progression of
the neuropathy was small. These findings are consistent
with the clinical observation that this patient had a stable
neurologic deficit for 2 decades after the initial deterioration during the first decade of her life.
MORPHOLOGIC FEATURES ARE DISTINCT FROM
LATE-ONSET CMT1B CAUSED BY T95M
To compare the previous findings with those from a lateonset patient with CMT1B, we analyzed peripheral nerves
from a patient with a T95M mutation. Unlike R69C, onion bulbs were not observed in T95M, whereas regenerating clusters of small-diameter fibers were common (arrowheads in Figure 3). As with R69C, large-diameter
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Figure 3. Pathologic features of the T95M autopsy nerve. A semithin section
obtained from the ulnar nerve of T95M shows severe axonal loss and
regenerative clusters (arrows), typical features of axonal degeneration
(toluidine blue). No onion bulbs are visible. Scale bar = 10 µm.

nerve fibers were scarce. These features were found in
all the nerves evaluated and confirmed other reports that
T95M caused a severe axonal neuropathy.6,22-24
These findings were also similar to those observed in
another late-onset form of CMT1B caused by an H10P
mutation.5 In this H10P autopsy, we identified extensive proteinaceous inclusions in the inner intralaminar
or periaxonal space, particularly in the dorsal roots. We
did not have roots to evaluate from the T95M autopsy.
However, we identified 2 myelinated fibers from the T95M
sciatic nerve that contained a large amount of vesicular
material in the periaxonal space.
Morphometric analysis was performed on sural and
sciatic nerves from the T95M patient. Large-diameter myelinated nerve fibers (⬎12 µm) were absent in sural and
sciatic nerves, consistent with severe axonal loss of largediameter myelinated fibers (Figure 4).
SEGMENTAL DEMYELINATION
IN R69C BUT NOT IN T95M
To reliably evaluate segmental demyelination we performed teased fiber analysis on the recent R69C sural nerve
biopsy sample. Segmental demyelination was common
WWW.ARCHNEUROL.COM
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typical of internodes that had undergone demyelination
and remyelination. These results suggest that internodes in these fibers have never reached the normal length
in development and thus may represent a dysmyelinating abnormality (Figure 5D and E).
Contact between the myelin sheath and the underlying axolemma is necessary for the normal clustering of
axolemmal proteins, such as sodium channels in
nodes of Ranvier, potassium channels in juxtaparanodes, and Caspr in paranodes.27,28 Because the localization of these molecules is disrupted in several animal models of demyelinating neuropathy, 15,29 we
investigated whether their distribution was altered in
the recent R69C biopsy sample. In regions of segmental demyelination, Caspr was no longer localized to
paranodes but was spread into demyelinated regions
of sural nerve axons (Figure 5F), as reported in animal
models of segmental demyelination.15,28,29 In contrast,
Caspr remained discrete and symmetrical in the uniformly short internodal regions without segmental
demyelination (Figure 5E).
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Figure 4. Severe axonal loss in the T95M autopsy nerves. Sural (A) and
sciatic (B) nerves of T95M were morphometrically analyzed and were plotted
as a histogram. Myelinated nerve fibers larger than 12 µm in diameter are
absent, suggesting severe loss of large-diameter nerve fibers in the patient
with a T95M mutation.

(Figure 5A). Macrophages were also detected in demyelinated areas, although only in less than 2% of nerve fibers. No material was available for teased fiber analysis
in the T95M autopsy that was performed many years earlier. However, previous studies22,23 on patients with T95M
mutation have shown severe axonal degeneration with
no segmental demyelination on teased nerve fiber preparations and semithin sections, although 1 study24 noted
a few thinly myelinated fibers that were interpreted as
signs of remyelination. Taken together, these findings
demonstrate that the R69C mutation causes a pathologic phenotype that, like the clinical phenotype, is distinct from that of the T95M mutation.
SHORT INTERNODES IN R69C
Internodal length in sural nerves in healthy controls
younger than 60 years varies with nerve fiber diameters
but is never less than 150 µm.25,26 The internodal lengths
of sural nerve fibers from the R69C biopsy, however, were
consistently less than 150 µm. We randomly selected and
measured 50 internodes on teased fiber preparation. Only
3 (6%) of 50 internodes were longer than 150 µm. The
mean±SD internodal length was 120±23 µm, which was,
therefore, abnormally short. In more than 50% of the fibers the internodal length was variable, suggesting that
there had been demyelination followed by remyelination (Figure 5B and C). However, the remaining fibers exhibited consecutive uniformly short internodes (5-8
internodes in the row), with symmetrical paranodes, not
(REPRINTED) ARCH NEUROL / VOL 63, DEC 2006
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Voltage-gated sodium channels have been shown to switch
from subtype 1.6 to subtype 1.8 at nodes of Ranvier in a
series of animal models of demyelinating or dysmyelinating neuropathies, such as in Mpz knockout mice14 and
TremblerJ (PMP22 missense mutation) mice.15 To determine whether a similar switch occurred in CMT1B, we performed similar studies on teased fibers from the sural nerve
biopsy sample from the R69C patient. These antibodies
against Nav1.8 have been characterized and used in previous publications.14,20 Of 180 randomly encountered nodes,
38 (21%) were stained with Nav1.8 antibodies. The nodes
with Nav1.8 expression were found only in areas of segmental demyelination but not in nodes from regions of consecutive uniformly short internodes (Figure 5B and C).
In particular, heminodes at the edges of remyelinating
Schwann cells expressed Nav1.8 (Figure 5B), a phenomenon reminiscent of the expression pattern of Nav1.2 during development and remyelination.27,30,31 Preabsorption
of anti–Nav1.8 antibodies with specific antigen peptide abolished the staining of Nav1.8. We did not have material from
the T95M autopsy for immunohistochemical analysis.
Therefore, we used previously frozen nerves from an H10P
autopsy, which we have also shown causes a late-onset axonal neuropathy,5 and analyzed Nav1.8 expression in these
nerves. One hundred nodes in the H10P nerves were randomly counted, and only 4% of these nodes were stained
by the Nav1.8 antibodies. In contrast, all the nodes on the
teased fibers of H10P were labeled by antibodies against
pan-Nav. Thus, Nav1.8 expression seemed to be predominantly limited to demyelinating/remyelinating internodes in the R69C patient.
NORMAL MYELIN COMPACTION IN R69C
Previous studies7 of severe early-onset CMT1B, including cases of R69C, have demonstrated either abnormalities of myelin compaction or the formation of tomaculi
WWW.ARCHNEUROL.COM
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Figure 5. Segmental demyelination and voltage-gated sodium channel subtype 1.8 (Nav1.8) expression in the sural nerve biopsy sample. Sural nerve from the patient
with the R69C mutation was teased into individual nerve fibers and immunostained. A, A teased myelinated nerve fiber was double-stained with antibodies against the
myelin protein myelin basic protein (MBP) (blue) and the Schwann cell protein S100 (red). The region with absent MBP staining (between the arrowheads) indicates
segmental demyelination, which was common in this biopsy sample. 4⬘,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)–labeled nuclei (yellow) were numerous and suggested an
increased number of Schwann cells. Cells containing these nuclei were not stained with antibodies to the macrophage marker CD68. B, A teased myelinated nerve fiber
was double-stained with antibodies against MBP (green) and Nav1.8 (red). The Nav1.8 forms heminodes at the borders of remyelinating Schwann cells (arrowheads).
C, A remyelinated short internode (approximately 35 µm long) is flanked by 2 nodes with expression of Nav1.8 (arrowheads). D and E, Some nerve fibers (approximately
50%) contain consecutive uniformly short internodes (5-8 internodes in the row) with no evidence of segmental demyelination. Nodes of Ranvier (arrows) in these nerve
fibers have no detectable Nav1.8. However, these nodes can be labeled with antibodies against pan Nav (red, arrowheads in part E). In addition, paranodes stained with
anti–Caspr antibodies are symmetrical (green, small arrows in part E) in these areas of nerve fibers with several consecutive uniform short internodes (usually 5-8
internodes in the row). Schmidt-Lantermann incisures are also labeled with Caspr (large arrows in part E). Asterisks mark the Schwann cell nuclei in a ratio of 1 nucleus
per internode. Note that the Schwann cell nucleus on the left is slightly eccentrically placed. The significance of this eccentricity is unclear. The numbers showing drawn
distances give an estimation of internodal length. F, Teased nerve fibers were double-stained with antibodies against MBP and Caspr. The absence of MBP (blue) in the
middle of a myelinated nerve fiber (between the arrowheads) is conspicuous, suggesting segmental demyelination. Unlike the nondemyelinated nerve fiber in part E, the
paranodal marker Caspr (green) is no longer confined to the paranodal region; instead, it becomes irregular and spreads into the entire demyelinated region. Scale bars
indicate 10 µm (B-D) and 20 µm (F).

in sural nerve biopsy samples. We found no abnormalities of myelin compaction in either of the R69C biopsy
samples. We also did not observe focal swellings of misfolded myelin suggestive of tomaculi.

was almost identical to that of the control (Figure 6),
suggesting that MPZ reaches a normal amount on the myelin of R69C nerves. However, with this assay we could
not determine the extent to which the mutant allele contributed to the level of MPZ in compact myelin.

MPZ EXPRESSION IN COMPACT MYELIN
WAS NOT REDUCED BY R69C
Mutant MPZ has been hypothesized to interfere with intracellular protein trafficking and reduce the amount of
MPZ available to be incorporated into the myelin sheath.13
We, therefore, used immunologic EM to determine
whether the R69C mutation reduced MPZ levels in myelinated fibers of our patient’s sural nerve. Myelinated
nerves from skin biopsy samples of healthy controls were
used. This technique was established by us previously
and successfully detected changes in PMP22 levels in patients with PMP22 gene duplication or deletion.32 We
found that the amount of MPZ expression in R69C nerves
(REPRINTED) ARCH NEUROL / VOL 63, DEC 2006
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COMMENT

This study demonstrates a distinct pathologic mechanism for the early-onset form of CMT1B caused by an
R69C mutation compared with that in late-onset
CMT1B caused by T95M and H10P mutations. Thus,
the results are consistent with the distinct clinical phenotypes of early- and late-onset MPZ mutations previously described.4 We recognize that these results are
from individual patients and may not represent all cases
of early- or late-onset CMT1B. However, the clinical and
physiologic phenotypes of the R69C and T95M patients
WWW.ARCHNEUROL.COM
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Figure 6. Expression of myelin protein zero (MPZ) in R69C sural nerve myelin is not reduced. A, The density of MPZ was quantified per area in the myelin. There
was no significant difference in MPZ density between the control and R69C (P⬎.05). Each data point represents the mean MPZ density from a myelinated nerve
fiber. The MPZ was labeled with antibodies conjugated with gold particles in a normal dermal myelinated nerve fiber (B) and a nerve fiber from an R69C sural
nerve (C).The control subject had no history of peripheral nerve disease. The skin biopsy sample was obtained from the lateral side of the index finger using a
previously established technique.32

we describe are typical of others reported in the literature
with these identical mutations (reviewed by Shy et al4).
To understand the pathogenic mechanisms of CMT1B it
will be necessary to determine whether other patients with
the same or another early- or late-onset neuropathy will
have similar pathologic abnormalities and alterations of the
molecular architecture of myelinated nerves. Therefore, we
believe it is important to report these findings, particularly given the difficulty in obtaining sural nerve biopsy
samples when they are no longer needed for diagnosis.
Sural nerves from the R69C patient showed conspicuous segmental demyelination and onion bulb formation. In contrast, T95M and H10P late-onset mutations
caused severe axonal degeneration with no or minimal
segmental demyelination. These late-onset pathologic abnormalities are also distinct from those described in Mpz
heterozygous knockout mice, whose neuropathy is caused
by a loss of MPZ function.33,34 These mice develop an adultonset neuropathy but with slow NCV and evidence of
segmental demyelination accompanied by inflammatory cells.33 Thus, the present T95M and H10P cases seem
to be caused by an abnormal gain of function by the mutant MPZ rather than the simple loss of normal MPZ function. At present, no transgenic animal models of R69C,
H10P, or T95M are available. Because it is unrealistic to
make animal models for all 95 known MPZ mutations,
careful reporting of morphologic material from patients
will be important to identify the gain of function pathways in question.
(REPRINTED) ARCH NEUROL / VOL 63, DEC 2006
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The R69C patient had minimal disease progression in
adulthood despite having severe impairment in early childhood. She was hypotonic in infancy, had delayed motor
milestones, and never achieved normal independent gait.
Findings from her 2 sural nerve biopsies were consistent with her lack of clinical progression between the teenage years and her present age. Morphometric analysis revealed only minimal changes in the number and sizes of
myelinated fibers in both biopsies. Although we cannot
prove this, our results suggest that much of the morphologic change in the sural nerve had been completed by
the time the first biopsy was performed. The sural nerve
biopsy on the same mutation reported by GabreelsFesten and colleagues7 was on a 14-month-old infant, also
with a severe early-onset neuropathy. In this biopsy
sample, more than 20% of the myelinated axons were
poorly compacted, a finding not observed in either of the
biopsy specimens from the present patient. In the Gabreels-Festen biopsy the myelinated fiber density was 46%
of control values compared with only 20% to 22% in the
present biopsy of R69C. Although it is possible that these
differences reflect distinct pathologic and pathogenic
mechanisms between the 2 patients, we believe that it is
more likely that the differences simply reflect the disease progression during childhood. We hypothesize that
the R69C patient may have had abnormalities in myelin
compaction in infancy but that these abnormalities of compaction disappeared with age. Perhaps poorly compacted myelin predisposed large-diameter axons to deWWW.ARCHNEUROL.COM
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generate. The remaining small myelinated nerve fibers
might have been more resistant to axonal degeneration
and thus been the fibers that remain in adulthood. The
paucity of macrophages observed in the R69C biopsies
may reflect the indolent nature of the process in adulthood.
Another insight into the potential pathogenesis of this
R69C neuropathy comes from the presence of the shortened internodes of less than 150 µm in the biopsy findings of the nerve fibers. A previous study35 using mathematical modeling suggested that short internodes may
cause slowing of NCVs. Court and colleagues17 demonstrated that uniformly shortened internodes in young periaxin null mice were sufficient to reduce NCVs to 10 m/s,
even when axonal diameters and myelin thickness were
normal, before demyelination occurred. These data suggest that in the R69C mutation, short internodes alone
may be sufficient to cause the NCV of less than 10 m/s
observed by us and others. 7,8
Previously, NCVs in the range of 10 m/s were thought
to result from severe segmental demyelination and remyelination.36 Although demyelination and remyelination were observed in the present biopsy samples, it
is not clear whether these processes alone could account for the severe slowing observed in R69C. Segmental demyelination and remyelination are characteristic features of acquired demyelinating neuropathies, such as
Guillain-Barre syndrome and chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy.37 In these disorders it is rare
to have NCVs as low as 10 m/s. Similarly, it is unlikely
that a loss of large-diameter axons could account for the
slow NCVs seen in these patients. Severe loss of largediameter nerve fibers was also seen in the present autopsies with late-onset MPZ mutations (T95M and H10P),
but the NCVs in these 2 patients were only slightly reduced (approximately 40 m/s).5,6
A final point of discussion is the significance of the
Nav1.8 expression at the nodes of Ranvier in demyelinating/remyelinating regions (Figure 5). To our knowledge, this is the first time that such subtype switching of
ion channels has been described in human peripheral
nerve. Similar findings, however, have been reported in
2 neuropathy animal models with chronic demyelination/
dysmyelination, including Mpz knockout and TremblerJ mice14,15 and in brains from patients with multiple
sclerosis.16 Because we noted Nav1.8 expression in regenerating heminodes and nodes in remyelinating regions, it seemed reasonable to predict that Nav1.8 channel expression may be involved in the process of
remyelination. Because Nav1.8 possesses different electrophysiologic properties than Nav1.6,38,39 it also seems
reasonable to speculate that Nav1.8 expression at nodes
of Ranvier may contribute to alterations in axonal excitability. Axonal excitability change has been documented in patients with CMT1A,40 in whom nerve abnormality is similar to that in TremblerJ mice, which have
a PMP22 missense mutation and Nav1.8 expression.15 It
will be interesting to determine whether Nav1.8 expression is also expressed in nerves from patients with other
inherited demyelinating neuropathies, such as CMTX.
In summary, we show that the R69C MPZ mutation
causes a severe early-onset neuropathy that seems to
(REPRINTED) ARCH NEUROL / VOL 63, DEC 2006
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slowly progress clinically and pathologically after adolescence. Pathologic abnormalities demonstrate a marked
loss of large-diameter axons along with prominent segmental demyelination and remyelination. In addition,
strikingly short internodes may contribute to extremely
slow NCVs. We identified a switch in Nav subtypes, but
only in areas undergoing demyelination and remyelination. These findings are distinct from those found in
late-onset CMT1B caused by a T95M (and an H10P) mutation in which there was only minimal demyelination
and Nav1.8 expression, whereas marked disease progression occurred during adulthood.
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